
In August 2014, Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie 
got married in the south of France. While Angelina’s 
‘letting-your-kids-scrawl-all-over-your-frock’ look might 
not have been to every future bride’s taste, she and 
Brad were the latest in a long line of famous faces to tie 
the knot in France.  
So, what’s the attraction? 

Well, there’s romance by the bucketload. And then 
there’s the weather. Summer in France can seem 
endless and perfect; day after day of clear blue skies 
and warm sunshine. And let’s not forget the landscape, 
of course: from iconic, beautiful Paris, through to the 
lavender-scented hills of Provence, or the soft blue 
waters of the Côte d’Azur, France has every kind of 
picture-perfect location. 

The good news for anyone dreaming of a perfect 
French wedding is that there’s a small army of 
English-speaking professionals whose sole aim is to 
help couples from the UK say: “Oui, je veux!” 

The wedding planner
Beth stretton has been a wedding planner 
since 2005 when she organised her own nuptials 
in France. She runs Marry Me In France, offering a 
tailored wedding planning service. But her first 
piece of advice may sound a little odd: “Do not 
legally marry in France,” she says adding, “The 
paperwork required is difficult, and lengthy. It’s 
very specific on timings, and if you’re missing 
anything, it can’t happen.” What’s more, you must be 
resident in the the town where you plan to marry for at least 
40 days prior to the ceremony (see ‘Getting married in France: the 
paperwork’ on page 46).

Instead, Beth suggests having what she calls a ‘two-step’ 
ceremony: a legal marriage in your own country of residence, 
followed by a trip to France for a blessing or celebration. As might 
be expected, Beth’s second pearl of wisdom for anyone thinking 
of tying the knot in France is: “Make sure that you get yourself a 
really good person to help you organise your wedding.”

She says: “People have an idea that the venue is the only 
decision. My advice would be, it really isn’t. The most important 
decision is how you are going to tackle the wedding as a whole, 
not just what room you are going to get married in.”

Beth also urges couples to start planning early on. “Decide on 
the most important factors for you, and nail down what those 
things are,” she insists. 

She is equally clear about what makes a good wedding 
planner: it’s all in the personality. She explains: “It’s a life-defining 
moment and you’re the person guiding them through. You have 
to be serious about your job and have as much attention to 
detail as possible, because in the end,  it’s a very delicate thing 
that you’re handling.” 
www.marrymeinfrance.com

Planning a wedding in France is easier than you 
think, says Scheenagh Harrington
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Happy ever after
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You’ve set your date, tracked down a venue 
and found the perfect planner. So, what’s next 
on the agenda? The ceremony.

helping with this crucial element is Jean 
Sait. As a member of seven-strong team 
Celebrants in France, she performs non-
religious wedding ceremonies.

Jean builds a picture of her clients via 
detailed questionnaires sent by email. “We work 
together on it over a period of months,” she 
explains. “It doesn’t matter how many times we 
redraft it, we make sure that, at the end, it’s 
exactly what they want to say.”

Unlike a vicar or priest, Jean can officiate 
anywhere a couple requires – in English or 

French – but if you want to take the leap, her 
advice is to be organised. 

“We do get late bookings and we can 
usually accommodate that,” she says. “But if 
you’re looking for a Saturday wedding during 
peak season (June-August), then you do have 
to make sure to book ahead.”

Jean is also keen to stress that religion is not 
excluded completely. “We do lots of ceremonies 
for young couples from, say, a Catholic 
background and whose parents or 
grandparents sometimes would like a reading 
from the Bible or a prayer, for example. We have 
no problem with that.”
www.celebrantsinfrance.co.uk

The venue
You’ve found your ideal 
partner, and you want to 
marry in France – but 
where? A wedding 
planner will help narrow 
the field, but if you’re 
looking for somewhere 
different to tie the knot, then 
why not try a winery? 

For Victoria lemstra-Bake (inset, with husband 
Floris), who runs Château Canet (above), east of 
Carcassonne, making sure that your venue can 
make you happy is all-important. 

Echoing the opinion of wedding planner 
Beth Stretton, Victoria says: “For me, the biggest 
thing is that the guests have to love what we are 
able to offer them. 

“It has to fit their criteria in terms of number 
of people and what they’re expecting in terms 
of the venue, because we can’t change what we 
have. There’s no point trying to fit a square peg 
in a round hole. It’s just not going to work.” 

She and her team at Château Canet cater for 
people looking for intimate, family occasions 
where they can spend more time together. She 
believes there are few places in France more 
inspiring to tie the knot. 

“I think there’s a tremendously romantic 
element to getting married in a French vineyard,” 
she says. Clients can literally get married in the 
vineyard if they wish. 

romance aside, having the wine at source is 
a big plus, especially when it comes to budget. 
Victoria says: “People love French gastronomy, 
the food and the wine. We want people to buy 
our wine, so we don’t charge corkage and you 
don’t have to pre-order. 

“There’s a lot of pressure for married couples, 
figuring out how much people are going to 
drink, buying enough or overbuying. We look at 
it as one less thing for them to worry about.”
www.chateaucanet.com

The celebrant

The photographer
the BIg dAY has finally arrived. now begins the task of making sure that it’s documented in 
just the right way. For that, you need a professional photographer to suit your tastes, and who 
understands exactly what you want. 

Photographer lydia Taylor-Jones, based in south-west France, insists it’s a key requirement. 
“Many couples think that every wedding is the same,” she says. “They think they want ‘the 

norm’, but they need to really check that the photographer really understands what they want.”
lydia recommends talking to both the venue representatives and the venue owners in order 

to seek out a reputable photographer. She says: “They will see the photographers week in, week 
out, and will know their attitude to weddings.”

As for delivering the finished product, despite embracing modern technology, lydia isn’t a 
fan of posting wedding images on social media. “I send a DVD slideshow set to music that they 
had during the day.” It’s a touching reminder of the event, she adds: “I get many emails from 
clients saying they’ve really enjoyed it and have been in tears!”

Fellow photographer Sabina lorkin, who runs Anibas 
Photography in lower normandy, urges couples to find out 
exactly what their budget buys. When it comes to what’s 
included, she advises couples to ask whether they can 
order images securely online, in their own currency, and 
can they be shipped anywhere in the world?

Sabina considers that being a part of someone’s 
wedding day is a privilege. She says: “You know the shots 
you’ve captured, you’ve seen all the details, and you know 
what gift you can give them at the end – photos that 
hopefully they’ll treasure forever.”
www.lydiataylorjones.co.uk
www.anibasphotography.fr©
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The cake
It’s tIme to focus on the details. The dress can 
be brought over from the UK and flowers can 
easily be taken care of on French soil, but finding 
a wedding cake maker in the land of the 
croissant – that’s impossible, right? Wrong. 

Meet Danielle Jackson, the brains behind 
Désirdérata, based in Midi-Pyrénées. As well as 
creating her own wedding cake just over a year 
ago, she’s been busy bringing the concept of 
English-style wedding cakes to the French. 

For prospective newly-weds, there are a 
couple of pitfalls to avoid, Danielle says. The first 
is what you’re prepared to spend. “When I ask 
about budget some couples say, ‘We don’t have 
one’. There is always one. Especially when I send 
a quote and they say: ‘oh, we thought it would 
be a bit cheaper!’”

And it’s also important to make sure you 
know what you want. Danielle says: “I’m often 
told, ‘We give you carte blanche. This is our 
theme, just let your mind run wild’.” 

She instead offers a suggestion: “Send tons  
of images to really give a guideline, so that the 
cake reflects not only the wedding day, but also 
the couple’s personalities as much as possible.”

Although Danielle doesn’t offer the pièce 
montée, or ‘choux mountain’ as she cheekily calls 
it, nothing else is out of the question when it 
comes to design – inside and out. When asked 
what her most memorable cake she has been 
asked to produce so far, she replies: “It would 
have to be an Alice in Wonderland one, just for 
its originality and intricacy.” 

Aside from all the hard work on the outside, 
there was a surprise inside. Danielle reveals: “It 
was entirely checkerboard!”
www.desirderata.fr

“You know 
the shots you’ve 

captured, you’ve seen 
all the details, and you 

know what gift you 
can give them at the 

end – photos that 
hopefully they’ll 
treasure forever”

LIFESTYLE planning a french wedding
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If one thIng is guaranteed to suck the romance out of anything, it’s 
paperwork, and France doesn’t have the best bureaucratic reputation. 
however, if you choose to ignore wedding planner Beth Stretton’s 
advice, there’s no reason why marrying in France should be a headache if 
you do what is asked of you in good time. 

After you have set your date and chosen a location, contact the 
mairie (town hall) where you plan to wed. 

The following documents are required from both parties if you want 
to get married in France: 

 Passport
 Full birth certificate (including parents’ details). This will normally need 
to be issued in the six months prior to your wedding. If you are asked 
for a recent copy, contact the General registry office
 Proof of residence (i.e. a utility bill, a payslip, etc). 
 If you are divorced, your decree absolute (or the equivalent, in the 

event that you did not get divorced in the UK)
 If you are widowed, your previous spouse’s death certificate
 A certificate of custom. This can be provided by the British Consulate
 A certificate of celibacy which confirms that you are not currently 
married. You can download the British Consulate’s official note from 
the site that explains this further and take it to the town hall
 

Be aware that you or your partner (and in some cases your parents) must 
have been resident in the town where you plan to marry for at least 40 
days prior to the ceremony, and English documents may need to be 
translated into French by a registered translator. The mairie can help you 
find a local approved translator, and is also the place to go to apply for 
copies of your marriage certificate.
www.gov.uk/marriage-abroad/y/france/marriage
www.gov.uk/government/world/organisations/british-embassy-paris

We said “Oui, je veux”!
uK-BAsed Charlotte and Adam Gould got 
married legally and had their reception in France in 
September 2002, at Château d’Apremont. The 
reason was simple, as Charlotte, who had spent 
time at her parents’ full-time Vendée residence in 
Apremont, explains: “We both wanted to get 
married in a castle and it was prohibitively 
expensive in the UK. My mum said: ‘There’s always 
the château down the road.’, so we went there!”. 

The big day itself was a whirl of activity. “It was 
very long,” she recalls, laughing. “Any wedding I go 
to now is boring! We had the ceremony at midday, 
so preparations started very early in the morning. 
They do the photos before the wedding here, and 
then a horse and carriage took us to the château.”

The ceremony and meal were followed by a mix 
of English and French elements. “We had traditional 
English speeches, then there was the dance of the 
brioche (when the couple dance under a brioche). 

“There’s another dance where the bride and 
groom get under an umbrella, and all the guests 
throw streamers over the top. By the end of it, you 
can’t see them at all. It’s very hot underneath!”

looking back, Charlotte says: “I don’t think it 
could have been any more special, and it was so 
original! I’ve never been to another wedding like it. 

“Because it was such a mix of traditions, from 
the UK and from France, and because of the 
mixture of guests that we had, even if you tried to 
do it again, I don’t think you could recreate it.”







Getting married in France: the paperwork
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